
From: 
Sent: 
To: 

patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Friday, December 25, 20158:16 AM 

Bee: Jorge Gonzalez <jgonzalez@balharbourfl.gov>; Ramiro Inguanzo <ringuanzo@balharbourfl.gov>; 
mpacker@balharbourfl.gov; ssalver@balharbourfl.gov; John Oldenburg 
<j oldenburg@balharbourfl.gov>; j sanz@balharbourfl.gov 

Subject: Breakfast at Alvear Palace Hotel in Buenos Aires 
Attach: IMG_l 155.JPG; Untitled attachment 44112.txt; IMG_l 154.JPG; Untitled attachment 44115.txt; 

IMG_l 153.JPG; Untitled attachment 44118.txt; IMG_l 151.JPG; Untitled attachment 44121.txt; 
IMG_l 148.JPG; Untitled attachment 44124.txt; IMG_l 141.JPG; Untitled attachment 44127.txt 

Merry Christmas to all who celebrate . 

Hope you are relaxing and enjoying the holiday times. 

Notice in the most elegant , refined, venerable hotel in Buenos Aires , the holiday decor they feature throughout. 

No Christmas tree , garlands, nor traditional holiday ornaments ANYWHERE. 

In a very Catholic city where the current POPE hails from no less. 

Those type of holiday decorations are " has been" like the French like to say. 

Bal harbour needs to daringly lead the pack, be the trail blazers creatively, and think out of the box as opposed to FOLLOWING or trying to foolishly 
compete with ho-hum neighboring communities. 

I'm suggesting we think globally in all we do, since that is specifically the tourist we are trying to attract to our upscale hotels. 

Sending you all besos from Buenos Aires. 

Patricia 

Council members please do not respond , except if you want to compliment how lovely I look having Christmas breakfast in this gorgeous winter garden . 
jaja! 
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Sent from my iPad 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia <patricialustgarten@.gmaiLcom> 

Monday, January 4, 2016 8:54 PM 

Beth Berkowitz <bethb 1 O@aol.com> 

Re: Luxury. Spread the news 

If I could I would excerpt some of the highlights , those assessments that totally apply to us and forward them to precisely those individuals who NEED to be informed 
of what those in the know are predicting. 

(Even if they don't read the entire article) 

It's overwhelming evidence despite the fact that those quoted in the piece refrain from painting a doomsday scenario for obvious reasons. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 4, 2016, al 10:47 AM, Beth Berkowitz <bethblO(waol.com> wrote: 

RSR Research 
"I see another tough year ahead," said Paula Rosenblum, managing partner at RSR Research, Miami. 

"Millennials are a tough sell for luxury products and I see them more likely to go to the 'aspirational' brands such as Nordstrom Rack and Saks Off 5th," 
she said. 'That means existing customers, who are older and whose discretionary spending is winding down. will make up the bulk of their main store 
customer bases. 

"I think it's going to be hard to increase comparable sales in that environment. I also am starting to think that luxury is getting a bit over-stored. I'm still 
scrntching my head over the new 'Design District' in Miami, and it has yet to fully open .... but it's pretty redundant to Bal Harbour. 

"Overseas, continued terror threats are bound to wear down the market," she said. "And I cannot help but wonder about the impact of continued low oil 
prices on that market as well. 

"Wearables may make a bigger splash, but to some extent, they still seem like solutions looking for problems. I think the early adopters bought, and the 
majority of new buyers are going for lower priced Fitbits, than high priced Apple watches." 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Patricia <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Monday, January 4, 2016 9:05 PM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Orly Alexander <orlyalexander@yahoo.com> 
Fwd: Luxury in 2016 

Read this quote from a respectable LOCAL retail analyst which confirms why building additional luxury shops in our 
little village is at best questionable. 
Feel free to forward it. 

RSR Research 
"I see another tough year ahead," said Paula Rosenblum, managing partner at Miami. 

"Millennials are a tough sell for luxury products and I see them more likely to go to the 'aspirational' brands 
such as Nordstrom Rack and Saks Off 5th," she said. "That means existing customers, who are older and 
whose discretionary spending is winding down, will make up the bulk of their main store customer bases. 

"I think it's going to be hard to increase comparable sales in that environment. I also am starting to think that 
luxury is getting a bit over-stored. I'm still scratching my head over the new 'Design District' in Miami, and 
it has yet to fully open .... but it's pretty redundant to Bal Harbour. 

"Overseas, continued terror threats are bound to wear down the market," she said. "And I cannot help but 
wonder about the impact of continued low oil prices on that market as well. 

"Wearables may make a bigger splash, but to some extent, they still seem like solutions looking for problems. 
I think the early adopters bought, and the majority of new buyers are going for lower priced Fitbits, than high 
priced Apple watches." 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 

Monday. January 4, 2016 11:09 PM 

patricialustgarten@gmail.com 

Subject: Fwd: Google Alert - Bal Harbour 

F 
4 your eyes ... not forwarding to u know who .. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Monday, January 4, 2016, Google Alerts <googlealert5-noreply@google.com> wrote: 

Bal Harbour 

US vms 'nklro~le:;id,~ w~~,d envi,·oo;rnerri.21 coo;cerne 
KMOV.com 

Fisherman cast their !!nes off a Jetty in the ear!y morning hours as dark clouds loom over the i~\tlant:c Ocean, Tuesday, Ju!y 21 2015. 1n Bal Harbour, 

!\venL;r:;i Mall exp;mshn kicks df with $:?.J 1.] M con'.struGl.io'~ bm 
Sc·:d: :-:c·: :(:3 2:J~-.1:1r:··:;:; ,:~):..i:-r:31 

The ,L\ver:tura Ma!!'s tradit:onal r:vai, the Bal Harbour Shops, also plans to expand. That's why the Aventura Mall's expansion is 

aimed to continue !ts 

You have received this email because you have subscribed to Google Alerts 
l.. 10<.JJ(b(J Cl" I VJiJl1•J<Jll C"()l;I l'lliJi"b 
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From: Patricia <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Monday, January 4, 2016 9:05 PM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Orly Alexander <orlyalexander@yahoo.com> 
Fwd: Luxury in 2016 

Read this quote from a respectable LOCAL retail analyst which confirms why building additional luxury shops in our 
little village is at best questionable. 
Feel free to forward it. 

RSR Research 
"I see another tough year ahead," said Paula Rosenblum, managing partner at Miami. 

"Millennials are a tough sell for luxury products and I see them more likely to go to the 'aspirational' brands 
such as Nordstrom Rack and Saks Off 5th," she said. "That means existing customers, who are older and 
whose discretionary spending is winding down, will make up the bulk of their main store customer bases. 

"I think it's going to be hard to increase comparable sales in that environment. I also am starting to think that 
luxury is getting a bit over-stored. I'm still scratching my head over the new 'Design District' in Miami, and 
it has yet to fully open .... but it's pretty redundant to Bal Harbour. 

"Overseas, continued terror threats are bound to wear down the market," she said. "And I cannot help but 
wonder about the impact of continued low oil prices on that market as well. 

"Wearables may make a bigger splash, but to some extent, they still seem like solutions looking for problems. 
I think the early adopters bought, and the majority of new buyers are going for lower priced Fitbits, than high 
priced Apple watches." 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Patricia <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Monday, January 4, 2016 8:54 PM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Re: Luxury. Spread the news 

If I could I would excerpt some of the highlights , those assessments that totally apply to us and forward them to precisely 
those individuals who NEED to be informed of what those in the know are predicting. 

(Even if they don't read the entire article) 

It's overwhelming evidence despite the fact that those quoted in the piece refrain from painting a doomsday scenario for 
obvious reasons. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 4, 2016, at 10:47 AM, Beth Berkowitz wrote: 

RSR Research 
"I see another tough year ahead," said Paula Rosenblum, managing partner at Miami. 

"Millennials are a tough sell for luxury products and I see them more likely to go to the 'aspirational' brands 
such as Nordstrom Rack and Saks Off 5th," she said. "That means existing customers, who are older and 
whose discretionary spending is winding down, will make up the bulk of their main store customer bases. 

"I think it's going to be hard to increase comparable sales in that environment. I also am starting to think that 
luxury is getting a bit over-stored. I'm still scratching my head over the new 'Design District' in Miami, and 
it has yet to fully open .... but it's pretty redundant to Bal Harbour. 

"Overseas, continued terror threats are bound to wear down the market," she said. "And I cannot help but 
wonder about the impact of continued low oil prices on that market as well. 

"Wearables may make a bigger splash, but to some extent, they still seem like solutions looking for problems. 
I think the early adopters bought, and the majority of new buyers are going for lower priced Fitbits, than high 
priced Apple watches." 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 

I will now 

Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 
Thursday, January 7, 2016 10:30 AM 
Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 
Re: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 9:58 AM, Beth Berkowitz wrote: 

Sent reminder to Ramiro. Angelica is having medical issues again. Won't b at meeting. Did u contact your 
friend about meeting? 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Thursday, January 7, 2016, Patricia Cohen wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 8:47 AM, Beth Berkowitz wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2016, patricia Cohen wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Patricia Cohen 
Subject: 
Date: January 6, 2016 at 10: 11 :05 PM EST 

<IMG _9462.JPG.jpeg> 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 

Friday, January 8, 2016 4:29 PM 

Beth Berkowitz <bethb 1 O@aol.com> 

Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 

Re: Please call your buddy, if u haven't yet ! 

I did. It's all good 

Sent fmm my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2016, at 1:49 PM, Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> wmte: 

p 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 10:30 AM, Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen(QJicloud.com> wrote: 

I will now 

Sent fmm my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 9:58 AM, Beth Berkowitz <bethblO(iiJaol.com> wrote: 

Sent reminder to Ramim. Angelica is having 111111•· Won't b al meeting. Did u contact your friend about meeting? 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Thursday, January 7, 2016, Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen(Cllicloud.com> wrote: 

Yes precisely 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2016, al 8:47 AM, Beth Berkowitz <bethbl O(QJaol.com> wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, January 6, 2016, patricia Cohen <patriciacohen(alicloud.com> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: PaltrliclilalCllolhlelnl<ipiaitiriiciiaicioihieini@iicilioiuidi.cioim~> 
Subject: 
Date: January 6, 2016 at 10: 11 :05 PM EST 
To: khr@khrlawoffices.com 

<IMG _9462.JPG.jpeg> 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 

Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 
Friday, January 8, 2016 4:29 PM 
Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@icloud.com> 
Re: Please call your buddy, if u haven't yet ! 

I did. It's all good 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2016, at 1 :49 PM, Beth Berkowitz 

p 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 10:30 AM, Patricia Cohen 

I will now 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2016, at 9:58 AM, Beth Berkowitz 

wrote: 

wrote: 

wrote: 

Sent reminder to Ramiro. Angelica is having medical issues again. Won't b at 
meeting. Did u contact your friend about meeting? 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 
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From: Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:56 AM 
Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Re: Read 

Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 

Omg ! Everybody needs to read this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 13, 2016, at 9: 12 AM, Beth Berkowitz wrote: 

Future of luxury marketing is in HENRY s 

By 

September 17, 2015 

Affluent millennials 

NEW YORK - With retail sales flatlining, brands must appeal to a new demographic to sustain growth and 
forge relationships with the next generation of ultra-affluent customers, according to a senior executive from 
Unity Marketing at the Luxury Retail Summit: Holiday Focus 2015 on Sept. 16. 

Specifically, high-earners not rich yet (HENRYs), especially HENRYs aged 44 and younger may save luxury 
from its current drought. Appealing to HENRY s and aspirational millennials, however, means brands will 
have to retell the story of luxury and market in new ways. 

"We can't pull many more marketing tricks out of our hats to get people into stores," said Pam Danziger, 
president of Lancaster, PA What we really need to do is focus on the people themselves. 
Who are the best customers we can invite in our store? Who are the ones who offer the best prospect for 
growth?" 

Luxury Retail Summit: Holiday Focus 2015 was organized by Luxury Daily. 
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Chasing HENRY 
HENRYs, defined as those in households making between $100,000 and $249,999, make up just 18 percent 
of consumers but account for 40 percent of spending, compared to the 2 percent who make at least $250,000 
that account for 10% of spending and the 80 percent of mass market consumers that account for the 
remaining 50 percent. Because of their proportional value and because some will grow into the top 2 percent, 
that 18 percent is luxury brands' future 

market. ~~~~~~==~~~~~~==~~~~~~==~~ 
Luxury shoppers 

With the exception of automobiles and fine dining, luxury retail sales are experiencing growth of less than 1 
percent per month year-over-year, some months even negative growth. As a result, brands must forge 
relationships with the affluent consumers of the future, as millennial HENRY s are still mostly too young to 
have attained affluence and entered the ultra-high-net-worth consumer subset. 

"Making a connection with these young HENRYs today is opportunity to get close to them and learn about 
them as they mature," Ms. Danziger said. "Not every HENRY becomes an ultra-affluent, but most ultra
affluents start out as HENRYs." 

Unity Marketing's research shows that affluence is highest between the ages of 35 and 54, and that HENRYs 
younger than 45 spend up to twice as much on luxury goods as HENRYs over 45 years old. In addition, older 
HENRYs currently outnumber young HENRYs, with a reversal projected as 2018. 

However, the ratio of young HENRYs to old HENRYs will not peak until the mid- and late-2020s, meaning 
that the next luxury boom, spearheaded by millennials, is around one decade away, giving brands plenty of 
time to win over those consumers. Accordingly, some brands, particularly large retailers like Nordstrom and 
Neiman Marcus, have opened outlet stores and discount branches, hoping that HENRYs will "graduate" to 
the main brand. While this may raise the concern of lower prices devaluing the brand as a whole, the appeal 
to consumers who care less about and even scour at the high prices associated with luxury brands is one way 
brands are preparing for the future. Entry-level products such as beauty items and fragrances can help luxury 
brands establish life-long connections with consumers at a young age. 
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Since it is imperative that luxury brands gain younger consumers to survive, having entry-level products for 
younger, not-yet-affluent consumers can be a good way to introduce them to a brand. However, luxury 
brands cannot forget their core audience when promoting entry-level products to avoid losing loyal customers 
and devaluing their brand 

The "L-word" 
For young HENRYs, the "luxury" label does not carry the same mystique as it has in the past or that it might 
for older consumers. Instead, the word connotes over-priced and unaffordable goods even more than it 
defines craftsmanship or value. For these consumers, the values associated with the brand as well as the 
relative value in cost-per-use are more important. 

"There are good products everywhere at every price level, so that isn't going to set you apart. You have to 
reframe the luxury story," Ms. Danziger said. "Lead with data about where value is: put the substance before 
style." 

Indeed, millennial HENRYs do not abide to the traditional hallmarks of luxury. Rather than marking 
themselves by wearing the most expensive brands they can afford, they look to brands that reflect who they 
are, opting, for example, for an Ironman Triathlon watch instead of a Rolex and prefering to foster their own 
identity through their clothing, accessories and other goods rather than harnessing the brand's. 

"They want their own initials [referring to titles such as Ph.DJ, not the designer's [to define them]," Ms. 
Danziger said. 

Other hallmarks of young HENRYs are a preference for customizable and bespoke goods, and luxury with a 
clear purpose and function. French footwear and accessories maker Berluti, which measures the foot, puts it 
in file and custom-makes shoes for the wearer's foot, is one example of a luxury brand whose practices will 
likely appeal to young HENRYs as their income increases. 

Another necessity for brands to appeal to this key demographic is to make products personal. Online jeweler 
Blue Nile, for example, is establishing bricks-and-mortar locations that do not even sell diamonds to establish 
connections with young consumers. 

To create a lasting impression and build loyalty amongst younger consumers, marketers no longer need to 
tout "youth values," according to a new survey by Havas Worldwide. 

Instead of positioning campaigns as a means to separate generations, marketing efforts will more 
successfully attract younger consumers by giving them the means to stand out among their peers in a positive 
way. These efforts will then lead to brand loyalty 

Bottom-line, as millennial HENRYs grow into affluence, luxury brands will have to meet the future luxury 
consumers on their terms, and that means redefining "luxury" and disassociating it from price point and other 
connotations held by young consumers, showcasing brand values in addition to values and focusing on assets 
like customizability, personability and function. 

"Retail, first and foremost, is a people business," Ms. Danziger said. "It's much more about the way you sell 
than what you sell. "Abandon elitism, exclusivity, status and 'the L-word. "' 

Final Take 
Forrest Cardamenis, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 

s 
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« Previous article 
Next article » 

Related content: None Found 

You can 

Sent from my iPad 

or from your own site. 
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patric1a o en <patrictaco ·e:1··. mac,~om> 
Thursday, .Ianuaryl4~ 20li7:2,5 ~ 
Se:th Salver <setll.salver@gmail.com> 

PLEASE READ scroll down to brands need to focus on relationship building 

also google wall street journal on their latest analysis of the status of luxury in the us and accross the globe 

sadly theres concencus -the luxury sector is changing BIG TIME= the landscape is different, rules of game upside down
online sales gobbling up allot-
the customer base for traditional shop experiences dwindling - overall not encouraging 

m my opm10n, as VISIONARY leaders, we need to consider and calculate the expert forecasts whatever we do 

please DO NOT respond to respect sunshine laws-

RSS I Advertise with us 
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By 

By 

Department store chain Saks Fifth A venue is celebrating the 
diverse personalities that call Toronto home in a documentary 
series teasing its upcoming openings in the Canadian city. 
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By 

By 

Register now for the nation's premier conference focused on 
how luxury marketing, advertising, retail, media, Internet and 
mobile will rapidly evolve in 2016. Hear speakers from Boston 
Consulting Group, Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts, Breguet, 
Luxury Institute, Shullman Research Center, Kantar Media Ad 
Intelligence, Travel+ Leisure, Modem Luxury, Neuehouse, 
Base New York, KBS, Lloyd&Co., Fluid Inc., iProspect, 
Monaco Lange, Envirosell, Engel & Volkers North America, 
Bloomberg Pursuits and Driscoll Advisors. 

While 4 7 percent of executives and entrepreneurs identify 
finding new customers as a key concern, a new report from 
Unity Marketing argues that the more strategic approach is to 
invest in client retention. 

r 

Online men's retailer Mr Porter is working to introduce its 
consumers to need-to-know Japanese brands through a content 
push. 
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By 

For the first time since the economic crash in 2008, many 
top luxury CEOs are worried about the state of the 
industry, according to the Luxury Institute. 

Italian menswear label Caruso is making the case for Italian 
luxury's supremacy in a short film set in Milan. 

Although automakers are racing to be the first out of the 
gate with self-driving vehicles, consumers would prefer 
their vehicles have diagnostic and preventative 
capabilities, according to a new report from IBM. 
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By 

By 

By 

Global cruise line Cunard is working with Fainnont
managed hotel The Savoy and Jack Daniel's distillery to 
usher in the "Age of Discovery." 

1 

In a reflection of consumers' growing digital shopping habits, 
mobile commerce made up a significant portion of 2015's 
holiday sales, with $12.7 billion spent on smartphones and 
tablet devices, according to a new report from comScore. 

Luxury Daily's Luxury Women to Watch 2016 list celebrates 
the smart women who are expected to make a difference in 
luxury marketing, retail, media and digital in 2016. 

Luxury Daily's live news from Jan. 12 - Marc Jacobs turns to 
Neiman Marcus to further beauty reach; Moet & Chandon 
spurs at-home celebrations with Champagne 6 pack; Gilt CEO 
to exit after HBC purchase; Hennes pledges love to big cats in 
Robert Dallet exhibit. 
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By 

Today in luxury marketing - Apple acquires startup that reads 
emotions from facial expressions; The $100 golden doughnut 
is a spectacle pastry that's surprisingly good; Tesla restricts 
autopilot on residential streets; Pressure builds on Bailey to 
restyle Burberry's finances. 

This will be a fascinating and pivotal year for mobile's 
role in marketing. But there will be opportunities as well 
as challenges. 
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News tips: Advertising:==~"-=~~'--' 
Copyright 2016 Napean LLC. All rights reserved. ~~~"""'-'-~ 

401 Broadway, Ste. 1408, New York, NY 10013 
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From: patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:30 AM 
Brian Mulheren <bfm@atlanticbb.net> 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Discussion items for January 26 Council meeting 

brian please know that have added the discussion of the preservation of west side of collins onto the agenda 
time is of the essence 

but i have less standing than the elected official from that district. 

also we need to make our case with the county, at next meeting. but it has to be on their agenda 

also i put on agenda discussion of the resolution passed by the architects\ 

please mobilize those who would feel these are important points. 

grassroots support if we want to be successful ! ! ! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Ramiro lnguanzo 
Subject:RE: Discussion items for January 26 Council meeting 
Date:January 11, 2016 at 3:01 :32 PM EST 
To:Patricia Cohen 
Cc:Jorge Gonzalez , Dwight Danie 
Paula Rodriguez 

Assistant Mayor Cohen, please advise if you have any discussion item(s) you would like to add to the January 26 

Council agenda. Thanks, Ramiro 

RAMIRO J. INGUANZO 
ASSISTANT VILLAGE MANAGER 

655 96th St, Bal Harbour, FL 33154 
T + 305.993.7312 
F + 305.993-5163 
ringuanzo@balharbourfl.gov 

********************************************************************** 
Please be advised that Bal Harbour Village has transitioned to a new .GOV e-mail domain. Please send all future correspondence to 
Village contacts using the new domain as specified above. Thank you. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 

Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:42 AM 

Beth Berkowitz <bethb 1 O@aol.com> 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Kent Hamson Robbins - KHR Law Ofiices <khr@khrlawofiices.com> 

Re: West side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour 

really???'J? interesting 

On Jan 13, 2016, at 9:57 PM, Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, January 13, 2016, Kauffman, Kathleen (RER) (RER) <kkauff(Cllmiamidade.gov> wrote: 

Ms. Berkowitz. 

Thank you very much for contacting us. This request was sent to the County Attorney's Office and I would very much like to speak to you regarding 

their determination. 

My direct line is (305) 375-3506. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Kathleen Slesnick K:mffman 

Historic Pn'serv;il:ion Chief, Miami· Dade County 

111. N\IV 151 Stn'et, Mailbox 1111.4 

(physical location 12'-~ 1 floor) 

rviiami, Fl.33:128 

(305) 375-4958 

The greerre.i:;t huilc!ing is the one of ready built. 

From: Beth Berkowitz [mailto:bethblO@aol.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Kauffman, Kathleen (RER) <kkauff@miamidade.gov> 
Subject: West side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour 

Dear Ms Kauffman, 

I'd respectfully request, that the West Side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour be considered by the Preservation Board as an Historic District. 

Please include this as an item on the upcoming agenda. 

Thank you. 

Beth Berkowitz 
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Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 
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From: patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:42 AM Sent: 

To: Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Bee: 
Subject: 

Kent Harrison Robbins - KHR Law Offices <khr@khrlawoffices.com> 
Re: West side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour 

really????? interesting 

On Jan 13, 2016, at 9:57 PM, Beth Berkowitz wrote: 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, January 13, 2016, Kauffman, Kathleen (RER) (RER) 

The is the one built. 

From: Beth Berkowitz ,~====~==.:..:' 
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:24 AM 

To: Kauffman, Kathleen (RER) ·==~====~· 
Subject: West side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour 

Dear Ms Kauffman, 

wrote: 
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I'd respectfully request, that the West Side of Collins Ave, Bal Harbour be considered by the Preservation 
Board as an Historic District. 

Please include this as an item on the upcoming agenda. 

Thank you. 

Beth Berkowitz 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 
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From: 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 

Seth Salver <s~th.salver@gtt1aitcom> 

PLEASE READ scroll down to brands need to focus on relationship building 

also google wall street journal on their latest analysis of the status of luxury in the us and accross the globe 

sadly theres concencus -the luxury sector is changing BIG TIME= the landscape is different, rules of game upside down
online sales gobbling up allot-
the customer base for traditional shop experiences dwindling - overall not encouraging 

m my opm10n, as VISIONARY leaders, we need to consider and calculate the expert forecasts whatever we do 

please DO NOT respond to respect sunshine laws-

RSS I Advertise with us 
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By 

By 

Department store chain Saks Fifth A venue is celebrating the 
diverse personalities that call Toronto home in a documentary 
series teasing its upcoming openings in the Canadian city. 
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By 

By 

Register now for the nation's premier conference focused on 
how luxury marketing, advertising, retail, media, Internet and 
mobile will rapidly evolve in 2016. Hear speakers from Boston 
Consulting Group, Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts, Breguet, 
Luxury Institute, Shullman Research Center, Kantar Media Ad 
Intelligence, Travel+ Leisure, Modem Luxury, Neuehouse, 
Base New York, KBS, Lloyd&Co., Fluid Inc., iProspect, 
Monaco Lange, Envirosell, Engel & Volkers North America, 
Bloomberg Pursuits and Driscoll Advisors. 

While 4 7 percent of executives and entrepreneurs identify 
finding new customers as a key concern, a new report from 
Unity Marketing argues that the more strategic approach is to 
invest in client retention. 

r 

Online men's retailer Mr Porter is working to introduce its 
consumers to need-to-know Japanese brands through a content 
push. 
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By 

For the first time since the economic crash in 2008, many 
top luxury CEOs are worried about the state of the 
industry, according to the Luxury Institute. 

Italian menswear label Caruso is making the case for Italian 
luxury's supremacy in a short film set in Milan. 

Although automakers are racing to be the first out of the 
gate with self-driving vehicles, consumers would prefer 
their vehicles have diagnostic and preventative 
capabilities, according to a new report from IBM. 
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By 

By 

By 

Global cruise line Cunard is working with Fainnont
managed hotel The Savoy and Jack Daniel's distillery to 
usher in the "Age of Discovery." 

1 

In a reflection of consumers' growing digital shopping habits, 
mobile commerce made up a significant portion of 2015's 
holiday sales, with $12.7 billion spent on smartphones and 
tablet devices, according to a new report from comScore. 

Luxury Daily's Luxury Women to Watch 2016 list celebrates 
the smart women who are expected to make a difference in 
luxury marketing, retail, media and digital in 2016. 

Luxury Daily's live news from Jan. 12 - Marc Jacobs turns to 
Neiman Marcus to further beauty reach; Moet & Chandon 
spurs at-home celebrations with Champagne 6 pack; Gilt CEO 
to exit after HBC purchase; Hennes pledges love to big cats in 
Robert Dallet exhibit. 
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By 

Today in luxury marketing - Apple acquires startup that reads 
emotions from facial expressions; The $100 golden doughnut 
is a spectacle pastry that's surprisingly good; Tesla restricts 
autopilot on residential streets; Pressure builds on Bailey to 
restyle Burberry's finances. 

This will be a fascinating and pivotal year for mobile's 
role in marketing. But there will be opportunities as well 
as challenges. 
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News tips: Advertising:==~"-=~~'--' 
Copyright 2016 Napean LLC. All rights reserved. ~~~"""'-'-~ 

401 Broadway, Ste. 1408, New York, NY 10013 
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From: patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 

Friday, January 22, 2016 9:19 AM Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethb 1 O@aol.com> 

Fwd: Add to agenda 

this is the perfect segue to bring up what you and i have discussed at nauseum on phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beth Berkowitz <bethb10@aol.com> 
Subject: Add to agenda 
Date: January 14, 2016 at 5:48:43 PM EST 
To: Martin Packer <mpacker@balharbourfl.gov >, Patricia Cohen <pcohen@balharbourfl.gov>, Seth <ssalver@balharbourfl.gov> 
Cc: Jorgeo Gonzalez <jgonzalez@balharbourfl.gov>, Richard Weiss <rweiss@wsh-law.com> 

Dear Mayor Packer and Vice Mayor Cohen: 

I am respectfully requesting that following item be put on the January 26th, BHV Council Meeting Agenda. 

A complete status update on the BI-IS proposed expansion negotiation between, but not limited to: Jorge Gonzalez, Jorge Gomez, Weiss Serota Helfinan 
Cole, Bierman, P.L., Shubin and Bass, and members of the Council. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Beth Berkowitz 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Friday, January 22, 20169:19 AM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Fwd: Add to agenda 

this is the perfect segue to bring up what you and i have discussed at nauseum on phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Beth Berkowitz 
Subject:Add to agenda 
Date:January 14, 2016 at 5:48:43 PM EST 
To:Martin Packer 
Seth 

Dear Mayor Packer and Vice Mayor Cohen: 

Richard Weiss 

A complete status update on the BHS proposed expansion negotiation between, but not limited to: Jorge 
Gonzalez, Jorge Gomez, Weiss Serota Helfman Cole, Bierman, P.L., Shubin and Bass, and members of the 
Council. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Beth Berkowitz 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Patricia Cohen <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:42 PM 
bsoffer@fontainebleau.com 
patricialustgarten@gmail.com 
Jorge Gonzalez 
Jorge Gonzalez.vcf; Untitled attachment 36369.txt 
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Jorge Gonzalez 
+1A (305)A 308-0663 ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 

jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Version 
3.0 

PRODID 
-//Apple lnc.//iPhone OS 9.2.1//EN 

Family: 
First: Jorge Gonzalez 

Middle: 
Prefix: 
Suffix: 

Formatted Name 
Jorge Gonzalez 

Electronic Mail Address ( Home Preferred Internet ) 
jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Telephone Number ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 
+1 A (305)A 308-0663 

( Home Preferred Internet ) 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Patricia Cohen <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:42 PM 
bsoffer@fontainebleau.com 
patricialustgarten@gmail.com 
Jorge Gonzalez 
Jorge Gonzalez.vcf; Untitled attachment 47471.txt 
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Jorge Gonzalez 
+1A (305)A 308-0663 ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 

jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Version 
3.0 

PRODID 
-//Apple lnc.//iPhone OS 9.2.1//EN 

Family: 
First: Jorge Gonzalez 

Middle: 
Prefix: 
Suffix: 

Formatted Name 
Jorge Gonzalez 

Electronic Mail Address ( Home Preferred Internet ) 
jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Telephone Number ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 
+1 A (305)A 308-0663 

( Home Preferred Internet ) 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Patricia Cohen <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:42 PM 
bsoffer@fontainebleau.com 
patricialustgarten@gmail.com 
Jorge Gonzalez 
Jorge Gonzalez.vcf; Untitled attachment 67629.txt 
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Jorge Gonzalez 
+1A (305)A 308-0663 ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 

jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Version 
3.0 

PRODID 
-//Apple lnc.//iPhone OS 9.2.1//EN 

Family: 
First: Jorge Gonzalez 

Middle: 
Prefix: 
Suffix: 

Formatted Name 
Jorge Gonzalez 

Electronic Mail Address ( Home Preferred Internet ) 
jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Telephone Number ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 
+1 A (305)A 308-0663 

( Home Preferred Internet ) 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Bee: 
Subject: 
Attach: 

Patricia Cohen <patricialustgarten@gmail.com> 
Friday, January 29, 2016 12:42 PM 
bsoffer@fontainebleau.com 
patricialustgarten@gmail.com 
Jorge Gonzalez 
Jorge Gonzalez.vcf; Untitled attachment 68339.txt 
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Jorge Gonzalez 
+1A (305)A 308-0663 ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 

jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Version 
3.0 

PRODID 
-//Apple lnc.//iPhone OS 9.2.1//EN 

Family: 
First: Jorge Gonzalez 

Middle: 
Prefix: 
Suffix: 

Formatted Name 
Jorge Gonzalez 

Electronic Mail Address ( Home Preferred Internet ) 
jorgegonzalezmiamibeach@hotmail.com 

Telephone Number ( Preferred Voice Cell ) 
+1 A (305)A 308-0663 

( Home Preferred Internet ) 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 
Monday, February 1, 2016 4:31 PM 
patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
ddanie@balharbourfl.gov 
RE: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers l lXl 7 

From:patricia Cohen [mailto:patriciacohen@mac.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 3:56 PM 
To: Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 

Cc: Dwight Danie <ddanie@balharbourfl.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

I thought we might add something semi-lighthearted such as how luckily they made it through their mischievous youth I 
teenage years or something to that effect - and look what model citizens they morphed into! 

Dwight our village clerk said its ok to include something a tad more personal, that will bring a smile to their faces 

maybe Rabbi has suggestions or can fine tune ... 

Thanks Lydia ! 

patricia 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From:Dwight Danie 

Subject: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

Date:February 1, 2016 at 3:33:09 PM EST 

To:Patricia Cohen 

The red text is what I will be working on this afternoon. 

********************************************************************** 
Please be advised that Bal Harbour Village has transitioned to a new .GOV e-mail domain. Please send all future correspondence 

to Village contacts using the new domain as specified above. Thank you. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Monday, February 1, 2016 4:45 PM Sent: 

To: 
Cc: 

Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 
ddanie@balharbourfl.gov 

Subject: Re: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers l lXl 7 

Thanks so much Lydia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2016, at 4:31 PM, Lydia Hasson 

From:patricia Cohen •c:..:..;..;===;;;;;..:::..:..====..:.c:..:-....:..:...:..==:...:..;:.;.• 
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 3:56 PM 

To: Lydia Hasson 

Cc: Dwight Danie 
Subject: Fwd: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

wrote: 

I thought we might add something semi-lighthearted such as how luckily they made it through their 
mischievous youth I teenage years or something to that effect - and look what model citizens they morphed 
into! 

Dwight our village clerk said its ok to include something a tad more personal, that will bring a smile to their 
faces 

maybe Rabbi has suggestions or can fine tune ... 

Thanks Lydia ! 
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patricia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Dwight Danie 

Subject: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

Date:February 1, 2016 at 3:33:09 PM EST 

To:Patricia Cohen 

The red text is what I will be working on this afternoon. 

********************************************************************** 
Please be advised that Bal Harbour Village has transitioned to a new .GOV e-mail domain. Please send all future 

correspondence to Village contacts using the new domain as specified above. Thank you. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 
Monday, February 1, 2016 8:24 PM 
Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
ddanie@balharbourfl.gov 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers l lXl 7 

From:Patricia Cohen [mailto:patriciacohen@mac.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 4:45 PM 
To: Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 
Cc: ddanie@balharbourfl.gov 

Subject: Re: Proclamation-Alexander Brothers 11X17 

Thanks so much Lydia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2016, at 4:31 PM, Lydia Hasson 

From:patricia Cohen •c...:..:..:==:::::.:::..:..====-'==~· 
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 3:56 PM 

To: Lydia Hasson 

Cc: Dwight Danie 
Subject: Fwd: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

wrote: 

I thought we might add something semi-lighthearted such as how luckily they made it through their 
mischievous youth I teenage years or something to that effect - and look what model citizens they morphed 
into! 
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Dwight our village clerk said its ok to include something a tad more personal, that will bring a smile to their 
faces 

maybe Rabbi has suggestions or can fine tune ... 

Thanks Lydia ! 

patricia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Dwight Danie 

Subject: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

Date:February 1, 2016 at 3:33:09 PM EST 

To:Patricia Cohen 

The red text is what I will be working on this afternoon. 

********************************************************************** 
Please be advised that Bal Harbour Village has transitioned to a new .GOV e-mail domain. Please send all future 

correspondence to Village contacts using the new domain as specified above. Thank you. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Monday, February 1, 2016 4:45 PM Sent: 

To: 
Cc: 
Bee: 

Lydia Hasson <lydia@theshul.org> 
ddanie@balharbourfl.gov 

Subject: 
Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 
Re: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers l lXl 7 

Thanks so much Lydia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2016, at 4:31 PM, Lydia Hasson 

From:patricia Cohen •.:..:.:..:===.:::..::.:...==..:..:::..:.:'-'---'==::..:..:...:.• 
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 3:56 PM 

To: Lydia Hasson 
Cc: Dwight Danie 

Subject: Fwd: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

wrote: 

I thought we might add something semi-lighthearted such as how luckily they made it through their 
mischievous youth I teenage years or something to that effect - and look what model citizens they morphed 
into! 

Dwight our village clerk said its ok to include something a tad more personal, that will bring a smile to their 
faces 

maybe Rabbi has suggestions or can fine tune ... 

Thanks Lydia ! 
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patricia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Dwight Danie 

Subject: Proclamation- Alexander Brothers 11X17 

Date:February 1, 2016 at 3:33:09 PM EST 

To:Patricia Cohen 

The red text is what I will be working on this afternoon. 

********************************************************************** 
Please be advised that Bal Harbour Village has transitioned to a new .GOV e-mail domain. Please send all future 

correspondence to Village contacts using the new domain as specified above. Thank you. 
********************************************************************** 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 

Wednesday, February 3. 2016 8:48 AM 

palriciacohen@mac.com 

Re: Fwd: Feb 16th meeting discussion item 

Good plan, however Imbesi is being very clever.. .much of the domestic help, that services the homes in gated community, are illegal and fmthermore paid off the 
books. Uncle Sam would have a field day. 
Smart move. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, February 3, 2016, palricia Cohen <patriciacohen(iiJmac.com> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Imbesi <tonyimbesi@gmail.com> 
Subject: Feb 16th meeting discussion item 
Date: February 2, 2016 at 5: 15:58 PM EST 
To: "jgonzalez@balharbour.org" <jgonzalez@balharbour.org> 
Cc: Joe Imbesi <balharbouryachtclub@gmail.com>, Dwight Danie <ddanie@balharbourfl.gov>, ssalver@balharbour.org, 
ggroisman@balharbour.org, pcohen@balharbour.org, mpacker@balharbour.org, jaime sanz@neimanmarcus.com, Richard Jay 
Weiss <RWeiss@wsh-law.com> 

Dear Jorge, 

After digesting last weeks council meeting, we would like to propose a discussion item for the next agenda. 

It became apparent during the meeting that Gabe feels it is a safety concern to have unregistered help sleeping inside the gates. Even though there has 
never been an issue and we know the crew members from the yacht club are decent people we would like to try to come to common ground lo make 
everyone happy. 

We feel there should be an ordinance passed that requires all hired help that sleeps inside the gated community to be registered with the village. These 
registered people should also be non felons and legal residents of the USA. We know that the boat owners in the yacht club do extensive research on 
their crew as they are trusting them with taking care of their very valuable assets. We also know they are all legal residents of the USA because they 
often go through customs when they travel to the Bahamas and back. We do not have an issue with registering these crew members with the city as 
long as all other hired help sleeping inside the gates are also registered. We want to be treated fairly and the same as other property owners within the 
gated community. 

If safety is the issue that people inside the gates are worried about, this ordinance should ease their minds. 

All the best, 
Tony 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Wednesday, February 3, 2016 8:48 AM 
patri ciacohen@mac.com 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Feb 16th meeting discussion item 

Good plan, however Imbesi is being very clever .... much of the domestic help, that services the homes in gated community, 
are illegal and furthermore paid off the books. Uncle Sam would have a field day. 
Smart move. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

On Wednesday, February 3, 2016, patricia Cohen wrote: 

f yi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:Tony Imbesi 
Subject:Feb 16th meeting discussion item 
Date:February 2, 2016 at 5:15:58 PM EST 

Dear Jorge, 
After digesting last weeks council meeting, we would like to propose a discussion item for the next agenda. 

It became apparent during the meeting that Gabe feels it is a safety concern to have unregistered help 
sleeping inside the gates. Even though there has never been an issue and we know the crew members from 
the yacht club are decent people we would like to try to come to common ground to make everyone happy. 

We feel there should be an ordinance passed that requires all hired help that sleeps inside the gated 
community to be registered with the village. These registered people should also be non felons and legal 
residents of the USA We know that the boat owners in the yacht club do extensive research on their crew 
as they are trusting them with taking care of their very valuable assets. We also know they are all legal 
residents of the USA because they often go through customs when they travel to the Bahamas and back. 
We do not have an issue with registering these crew members with the city as long as all other hired help 
sleeping inside the gates are also registered. We want to be treated fairly and the same as other property 
owners within the gated community. 

If safety is the issue that people inside the gates are worried about, this ordinance should ease their minds. 

All the best, 
Tony 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aol.com> 
Monday, February 8, 2016 8:47 AM 
patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@me.com> 
Re: Right To Vote 

Just another resident who is ill informed as to what exactly she can VOTE on. 
It is my opinion that the material generated by BHS is, at the very least, intended to foster dissension, discord and deceit. 

Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 8, 2016, at 12:13 AM, patricia Cohen wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: February 7, 2016 at 11:39:14 AM EST 
To: 
Subject: Right To Vote 

I would like to exercise my right to vote as a resident of Bal Harbour for the enhancement and 

improvement to the Bal Harbour Shops. The improvement to the shops will have a positive 

economic impact, improve traffic flow, and enhance the infrastructure and upgrade public 
spaces throughout the village. 

Carol Garguilo 

Sent from Windows Mail 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia Cohen <patricialustgarten@.gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 11, 2016 10:12 AM 

Beth Berkowitz <bethb 1 O@aol.com> 

BAL HARBOUR VILLAGE CHARTER 

> The below passage 1s extracted from our Bal Harbour Village Charter 

> It calls for a precise process which many people are unmformed of: leading to much confusion among our residents. 

>As you may know, direct mailers from the Bal Harbour Shops have been urging people to contact their elected officials and request that their proposed expansion plans be put to a 
referendum vote without further delay. 

>Yet council still has not had a chance to dete1mine ifv•.rhat is being proposed, \vhich includes selling village hall, 1s in" the best mterest of the village" as specifically required by our 
charter. 

>The Bal Harbor Shops proposed expansion plans revie\v status 1s as follows: 

>As soon as the negol!ations between the representatives of the v1llage(NO COUNClI, MEMBERS JNVOL VED) and the Bal Harbour Shops are fmahzed, there will be a PUBLIC town ball 
meeting at which tnne the plans will be reviewed in detail by tbe elected officials as well as attendees, the negoilat10ns evaluated, ultimately culminating m a council vote. 
> 
> lfthe ma1onty of the council votes in favor of accepting the currently proposed plans which mclude our village ball being sold to the Bal Harbour Shops, that would immediately trigger 
tbe need for a referendwn to allow the citizens themselves to decide 1ftbey are in agreement to grve up village ball. 
> 
>Please forward tb1s verbiage from the charter to your neighbors and friends m tbe hopes that iit may clarify some of the confus10n and misunderstanding associated with the process. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Patricia Cohen <patriciacohen@mac.com> 

Thursday, February 18, 2016 6:48 AM 

khr@khrlawoflices.com 

Beth Berkowitz <bethblO@aoLcom> 

Fwd: Marchl 7, 2016 Special Council Meeting Agenda - Now Available Online 

Esteemed Bal Harbour resident : 

Please mark your calendars to attend this potentially decisive Town Hall Meeting where the final 
PROPOSED Bal Harbour Shops expansion plans will be presented in its entirety for all of you to view. 
The PROPOSED agreement terms negotiated over the lm,t few months between the village manager Mr. Jorge Gonzalez and the representatives of the Bal Harbour 
Shops ( no council members have been officially involved in those negotiations up lo now ) will be revealed and considered as welL 

Attendees will have an opportunity to have their questions, comments and concerns heard and addressed. 

Kindly forward to your Bal Harbour neighbors and friends. 

Council needs to hear ±mm ALL our residents when making a monumental decision such as the one we will be facing that evening . 

Looking forward to seeing you on March 17 at the Seaview HoteL 

Regards, 

Patricia Cohen 
Asst Mayor 

P.S. Light kosher and non- kosher food and refreshments will be served. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bal Harbour Village <ddanie@balharbourfl.gov> 
Date: February 18, 2016 at 12:39:28 AM EST 
To: patriciacohen@icloud.com 
Subject: Marchl 7, 2016 Special Council Meeting Agenda - Now Available Online 
Reply-To: ddanie(wbalharlxmr±Lgov 

BAL ~---iARBOUR 
- VILLAGE -

Agenda Available Online 
March 17, 2016 
Bal Harbour Village Council 
Special Meeting Agenda 

Please be advised !hat the Agenda for the Bai Harbour Village Council - Special 
Meeting regarding the proposed expansion of the Bal Harbour 
Shops, scheduled for Il:l_!l_R_§QAY.,__MAR9_1:l ___ 1], __ g(_)_1_§ at 7:00 P.M, to be located at 
the Sea View Hotel at 9909 Collins Avenue, i s available online at 
l'f!Nw.balliarbour_org under Meet;nqs and AgendGs. 

You may click on the following link to view and download the a long version of !he 
Agenda. 

Clicl' here to view the publish<'d agenda. 

We appreciate your involvement and value you as an email subscriber. 

Sincerely, 
Dwight S. Danie 
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Village Clerk 

By cont1rming your subscription you're gmnting Bal Harbour Village perrniss:on to e1T1a:i you. You can 
re\,.oke perrniss:on to mail to your erna1: address at any time using the Safe Unsubsc:ribe link found at 
the bottom of e\,.ery email 

Copyright (c;) 2014. All Rights Reserved. 

Bal Har'bour Viila9e, 655 %th Street, Bal Harbow·, FL 33154 

SafeUnsubscr!be ;I>'! pat~·ic:acohenKlilc!oud .con1 

h..lri..vard th!s en1an ! Uodate p~·ofHe l About om· service provlder 

Sent by Q_Q_~-HlL~_@_P._9_HEH.R9.~U:fL_g_g_\-~ ln co~!abor;.::1t:on v·iilth 
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S.ubJect: 

thu~sday, February 
khr@khrlawoffices.com 
:Seth Berk;pwit4 <betbb lO@aoLcom> ... 

Esteemed Bal Harbour resident : 

Please mark your calendars to attend this potentially decisive Town Hall Meeting where the final 
PROPOSED Bal Harbour Shops expansion plans will be presented in its entirety for all of you to view. 
The PROPOSED agreement terms negotiated over the last few months between the village manager Mr. Jorge Gonzalez 
and the representatives of the Bal Harbour Shops ( no council members have been officially involved in those negotiations 

up to now) will be revealed and considered as well. 

Attendees will have an opportunity to have their questions, comments and concerns heard and addressed. 

Kindly forward to your Bal Harbour neighbors and friends. 

Council needs to hear from ALL our residents when making a monumental decision such as the one we will be facing that 
evemng. 

Looking forward to seeing you on March 17 at the Seaview Hotel. 

Regards, 

Patricia Cohen 
Asst. Mayor 

P.S. Light kosher and non- kosher food and refreshments will be served. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Bal Harbour Village 
Date: February 18, 2016 at 12:39:28 AM EST 
To:~~~~~~~~~~ 
Subject: Marchl 7, 2016 Special Council Meeting Agenda - Now Available Online 
Reply-To:~~~~~~~~'-"--

II I 
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Agenda Available Online 

1 16 

I I 

on to a 

as an 

your Bal Harbour to email you. You can revoke 
to mail to your email address at any time the Safe Unsubscribe link found at the bottom of 

every email. 
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